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ABSTRACT A theoretical investigation of distributed microwave circuit built with Ti-shape topology

is developed. The topology under study consists of neighbored T- and i-shape interconnect lines. The

Ti-topology equivalent S-matrix is calculated as a function of crosstalk coupling coefficient and coupled

line (CL) delay. To highlight the NGD modelling feasibility, parametric analyses with respect to the T- and

i-element coupling and delay are introduced.More practical validation is carried out with designed, simulated

and measured microstrip prototype. It is found that because of T- and i-crosstalk, the Ti topology can behave

as a bandpass NGD function. A good NGD performance with NGD level of approximately −1 ns around the

center frequencies 2.2GHzwith transmission coefficient of approximately−2.1 dB and reflection coefficient

better than −14 dB. The measured results are in good agreement with calculated models and simulations.

Two-cell Ti-NGD circuits were also investigated to illustrate the designability of the topology for multi-band

and widened single band NGD responses.

INDEX TERMS Crosstalk, distributed structure, Ti-topology, microwave theory, bandpass negative group

delay (NGD), S-matrix theory.

I. INTRODUCTION

To meet the requirements imposed by users’ demands,

the modern electronic devices must be designed with

high performance printed circuit boards (PCBs). However,

the design of high-performance PCB tends to be imple-

mented with challenging technology based on integration

density of high electrical interconnects and to operate with the

high-speed signals.

Because of proximity between PCB interconnect lines

and cables, undesirable effects as electromagnetic interfer-

ence (EMI) and crosstalk coupling [1]–[4] are unavoid-

able and susceptible to degrade the electronic circuit

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Andrei Muller .

performances. The crosstalk modelling becomes one of

research topics attracting massively the electronic design,

test and EMC research engineer attention [4]–[13]. Predic-

tive approaches for analyzing PCB TL coupling need to be

developed. Different computational and experimental meth-

ods for evaluating the crosstalk were proposed [5]–[12]. For

example, probabilistic and statistical approaches [5], [9], [10]

were developed for the crosstalk evaluation when the TL is

relatively complex. But with the progress of TL configura-

tions in the high-density PCB design, the statistical and also

simulation-based tools [6] are not sometimes enough to pro-

vide understanding on specific phenomena behind the EMI

and crosstalk coupling. Tentative approaches for eliminating

TL crosstalk was suggested [13]. But further researches must

go on to understand different effects associated to the EMI
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and crosstalk coupling, especially, to facilitate the PCBSI and

EMC analyses.

More specific modeling methodologies must be developed

for predicting and understanding TL couplings. For example,

it was found in [14]–[17], that the crosstalk between parallel

coupled lines (CLs) can generate a particular phenomenon

appearing with bandpass (BP) negative group delay (NGD).

Basic study with coupling matrix approaches were conducted

for analyzing the BP NGD effect [15], [16]. This particu-

lar phenomenon which is actually not familiar to the EMC

research communities was singularly found with signal inter-

ference [17].

However, the NGD generation with significant NGD

figure-of-merit (FoM) is accompanied by excessive insertion

loss more than 20 dB [18], [19]. To challenge to reduce the

attenuation lower than 10 dB. The design feasibility of NGD

distributed microwave circuit which may not need lumped

circuits was confirmed [17], [20]. Further challenge on the

compact NGD circuit design was also made in [21]–[23].

In term of implementation, one of the most performing dis-

tributed NGD circuit designs are based on the use of trans-

mission line (TL) and coupled lines (CLs) [20], [24], [25].

Some of TLNGD networks can be typically accomplished by

using TL stubs with loaded resistors. By using a distributed

TL, a novel design method of the filter based on the NGD

circuit is reported [26] and the GD can be perfectly controlled

by the resistors. Because of L and C lumped element design

limitations, most of NGD topologies cannot be integrated in

high speed systems. To target lower signal attenuation with

fully distributed circuit, two short-circuited CLs with high

characteristic impedance and small coupling coefficient were

designed. This CL-based NGD circuit is able to decrease the

attenuation to 7.43 dB [27]. An NGD topology built with

parallel interconnect line was theorized and designed. This

parallel interconnect line NGD circuit is able to operate with

attenuation of about 4 dB [17]. More recently, further design

effort and conducted to design an NGD circuit consists of

interconnect line coupled with a radial stub terminated line

which presents 3.1 dB insertion loss [28]. It is still necessary

to realize further researchworksmust be done about NGD cir-

cuit topologies with new design variety, analytical modelling

method notably with low attenuation.

For this reason, in this paper, an innovative NGD theory

of TL passive topology with consideration of EMI crosstalk

and further challenge on CL delay effect is developed. The

topology under investigation is constituted by a particular

‘‘Ti’’-shape geometry. This particularly simple structure is

built with an open-ended CL and an access TL.

The paper is mainly organized in five different sections

described as follows:

• The Ti topology will be introduced and described in

Section II. The analytical equivalent S-matrices of each

constituting elements of the Ti structure will be also

presented.

• The S-matrix model will be established in Section III.

Then, the frequency responses including the group

FIGURE 1. Configuration of (a) ‘‘T’’, (b) ‘‘i’’ and (c) ‘‘Ti’’ two-port structures.

delay (GD) will be analyzed with respect to the Ti

topology parameters.

• The experimental investigation on the unfamiliar phe-

nomenon induced in the Ti microstrip proof-of-concept

(POC) is validated in Section IV. Excellent comparisons

between calculation, simulation and measurement will

be discussed.

• SectionV is focused on the feasibility study of dual-band

and widened NGD band circuits with the Ti-topology.

• Then, the conclusion of the paper is presented in

Section VI.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE CROSSTALK Ti STRUCTURE AND

CONSTITUTING ELEMENT S-MATRICES

The present section investigates the analytical approach

on the ‘‘Ti’’ TL structure. After the topological anal-

ysis, the equivalent circuit diagram is introduced. The

S-parameter modeling is developed by considering the

‘‘T’’ and ‘‘i’’ element of the constituting elementary block

components.

A. DESCRIPTION OF THE Ti GEOMETRICAL SHAPE

STRUCTURE

Fig. 1(a), Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c) introduce the configurations

of the ‘‘T’’, ‘‘i’’ and ‘‘Ti’’ TL structures under study, respec-

tively. This innovative NGD topology is implemented as a

two-port circuit referenced by Port ① and Port ②.

Under the considered configuration, this Ti-shape circuit

can be assumed as a scenario of a victim ‘‘T’’ TL by

the crosstalk perturbation due to the ‘‘i’’ TL. The T TL

behaves as an open ended TLT(R0, α, τ ) by the charac-

teristic impedance R0 = 50�, attenuation, a, and delay,

τ . The ‘‘i’’ TL is also supposed ideally with the same char-

acteristics. Before the EMI crosstalk study onto the Ti TL,

the single T structure S-matrix will be introduced in the next

subsection.
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B. S-MATRIX MODEL OF OPEN-ENDED STUB STRUCTURE

As an elementary block of the ‘‘Ti’’ structure, it would be

important to start with the S-matrix model of ‘‘T’’ corre-

sponding open-ended stub structure.

1) LOSSY TL S-MATRIX

We assume that the TL constituting the Ti topology as an

ideally matched line integrating the attenuation loss and

propagation delay. Therefore, the TL can be represented as

TLT(R0, α, τ ). For the analytical representation, such a TL

can be modelled with the S-matrix:

[S(s)] =

[

0 α x(s)

α x(s) 0

]

. (1)

with s represents the Laplace variable, the delay propagator

can be expressed as:

x(s) = e−s τ . (2)

2) Li-TOPOLOGY S-MATRIX MODEL

The S-matrix of two-port circuit corresponding T-shape TL

of Fig. 1(a) can be written as:

[

ST (s)
]

=

[

ST11(s) ST12(s)

ST21(s) ST22(s)

]

. (3)

Acting as a symmetrical passive circuit, the reflection and

transmission coefficients must satisfy the relations:

ST11(s) = ST22(s) (4)

ST21(s) = ST12(s). (5)

Based on the TL theory, the reflection and transmission coef-

ficients can be written as follows, respectively:

ST11(s) =
1 − α2x2(s)

3 + α2x2(s)
(6)

ST21(s) =
2

[

1 + α2x2(s)
]

3 + α2x2(s)
. (7)

C. DEDUCTION OF S-MATRIX GLOBAL MODEL OF

THE Ti TOPOLOGY

Before the analytical theory, it is worth to describe the equiv-

alent topology of the Ti structure under study.

1) TOPOLOGICAL ALGEBRAIC INVESTIGATION OF

THE Ti STRUCTURE

The electrical diagram equivalent to the Ti circuit can be

represented as introduced in Fig. 2. This diagram can be

assumed as composed of the following elementary blocks:

i) A short-circuited Tee power divider (PWD) which is

three-port system with terminal ports numbered ①, ②

and ③,

ii) And a four-port CL including the crosstalk between T

and i with terminal ports numbered ③, ④, ⑤ and ⑥.

FIGURE 2. Equivalent topological diagram of the Ti structure introduced
in Fig. 1(c).

2) S-MATRIX MODEL OF TEE POWER DIVIDER

According to S-parameter theory, the ideal Tee PWD equiv-

alent S-matrix is given by:

[

SPWD
]

=





−1/3 2/3 2/3

2/3 −1/3 2/3

2/3 2/3 −1/3



 . (8)

Hence, the relationship between the input/output wave pow-

ers am and bm(m = {1, 2, 3}) passing through the Tee ports

can be explained by the following basic equation:




b1(s)

b2(s)

a3(s)



 =
[

SPWD
]

×





a1(s)

a2(s)

b3(s)



 . (9)

3) S-MATRIX OF CL ELEMENT CONSITUTING

THE Ti TOPOLOGY

The CL of Fig. 2 is assumed as a four-port network with

port numbers ③,④,⑤ and ⑥. By taking the EMI crosstalk

coupling coefficient, ζ , between the two constituting parallel

TL, we denote:

ς (s) = ζ e−sτ/2. (10)

With this parameter, the S-matrix model of the CL block can

be written as:

[

SCL(s)
]

=









0 ς (s) ξ (s) 0

ς (s) 0 0 ξ (s)

ξ (s) 0 0 ς (s)

0 ξ (s) ς (s) 0









. (11)

We emphasize that in addition to the originality of the Ti

topology analysis, the current work does not need extra

lossy resistor as in [29], [30], and the Ti NGD structure is

small comparatively to the works given in [31]. Moreover,

we would like to point out that in difference to the CL based

NGD investigated in [15], [28], the present S-matrix mod-

elling is developed with consideration of the CL attenuation

and delay denoted α <1 and τ , respectively. The S parameter

of the CL [SCL] ξ is expressed as:

ξ (s) = −α e−sτ̟ (12)

and

̟ =

√

1 − ζ 2. (13)
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Following the configuration of CL with four ports displayed

in Fig. 1(b), this four-dimension S-matrix related to the wave

ports am and bm (m = {3, 4, 5, 6}) can be expressed by the

relations:








a3(s)

a4(s)

a5(s)

a6(s)









=
[

SCL(s)
]

×









b3(s)

b4(s)

b5(s)

b6(s)









. (14)

III. THEORIZATION OF THE Ti-TOPOLOGY FOR BP NGD

ANALYSIS

Based on the previous constituting element S-matrices, the Ti

equivalent model will be established. Then, the group delay

(GD) phenomenological analysis will be developed in the

present section. The Ti topology NGD analysis will be per-

formed around its operating frequency.

A. S-MATRIX CALCULATION MECHANISM OF Ti

TOPOLOGY

The present subsection develops the calculation mechanism

of the S-matrix of the Ti topology.

1) S-MATRIX REPRESENTATION

Knowing that the Ti topology under investigation is a two-

port system, the equivalent S-matrix can be expressed as:

[

STi(s)
]

=

[

STi11(s) STi12(s)

STi21(s) STi22(s)

]

. (15)

Similar to the previous symmetric passive T structure,

the input and output reflection coefficients, and the forward

and backward transmission coefficients are identical:
{

STi11(s) = STi22(s)

STi12(s) = STi21(s).
(16)

2) S-MATRIX ALGEBRAIC CALCULATION

The algebraic calculation of previously represented 2-D S-

matrix is based on the algebraic operation between the input

and output wave powers interacting between the elementary

blocks of Fig. 2. Substantially, the analytical expression of

this S-matrix is determined from substitution of wave powers

in matrix relationships (9) and (14) to get the global matrix

equation:
[

b1(s)

b2(s)

]

=
[

STi(s)
]

×

[

a1(s)

a2(s)

]

(17)

By identification, the Ti topology S-matrix elements which

are the coefficients of input power waves a1 and a2 are

expressed as:

STi11(s) =

−α4̟ 4x4(s) + 2α2 ζ 2̟ 2x3(s)

+(2α2 ̟ 2 − ζ 4)x2(s) + 2ζ 2x(s) − 2

D(s)
(18)

STi21(s) =
2

[

α4̟ 4x4(s) − 2α2ζ 2 ̟ 2x3(s) + ζ 2x2(s) − 1
]

D(s)

(19)

with:

D(s) =

[

α4̟ 4x4(s) − 2α2 ̟ 2ζ 2x3(s)

+(2α2 ̟ 2 + ζ 4)x2(s) + 2ζ 2x(s) − 3

]

. (20)

3) SRECALL ON THE FREQUENCY-DEPENDENT

S-PARAMETERS AND GD

In the following part of the section, we assume that the

angular frequency variable ω by taking s = jω. To perform

the frequency domain analysis, we will use the reflection and

transmission coefficient magnitudes:

STi11(ω) =

∣

∣

∣
STi11(jω)

∣

∣

∣
(21)

STi21(ω) =

∣

∣

∣
STi21(jω)

∣

∣

∣
. (22)

Then, particular attention will be paid on the transmission

phase:

ϕ(ω) = 6 STi21(jω). (23)

This quantity will serve for the elaboration of the Ti topology

GD. By definition, the GD is written as:

GD(ω) = −
∂ϕ(ω)

∂ω
. (24)

The next subsection will explore these S-parameters and GD

to perform the phenomenological analyses of the Ti topology

crosstalk effect.

B. MAGNITUDE AND PHASE EXPRESSIONS OF

S-PARAMETERS

Based on the previously introduced S-matrix, the reflection

and transmission coefficients are expressed in the following

paragraph.

1) MAGNITUDE EXPRESSIONS

The magnitudes of the reflection and transmission coeffi-

cients defined in (18) and (19), respectively can be expressed

as:

STi11(ω) =

√

Rn211(ω) + In211(ω)

Rd211(ω) + Id211(ω)
(25)

STi21(ω) =

√

Rn221(ω) + In221(ω)

Rd221(ω) + Id221(ω)
(26)

where:

Rn11(ω) = 2









2α2ζ 2(1 − ζ 2) cos(τω)

+
[

2α2(1 − ζ 2) − ζ 4
]

cos(2τω)

+2ζ 2 cos(3τω) − cos(4τω)

−α4(ζ 2 − 1)2









(27)

In11(ω) = 2

[

2α2ζ 2(ζ 2 − 1) sin(τω)

+ζ 4 sin(2τω) − sin(4τω)

]

(28)

Rn21(ω) = 2





2(ζ 4 + 4) cos2(τω) − 8 cos4(τω)

+2α2ζ 2(ζ 2 − 1) cos(τω)

+α4(1 − ζ 2)2 − 1 − ζ 4



 (29)

In21(ω) = 2

[

2α2ζ 2(α2ζ 2 − 1) sin(τω)

+ζ 2 sin(2τω) − sin(4τω)

]

(30)
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Rd11(ω) = Rd21(ω) =















α4(1 − ζ 2)2

+2α2ζ 2(ζ 2 − 1) cos(τω)

+
[

ζ 4 + 2α2(1 − ζ 2)
]

cos(2τω)

+2ζ 2 cos(3τω) − 3 cos(4τω)















(31)

Id11(ω) = Id21(ω) =















2α2ζ 2(ζ 2 − 1) sin(τω)

+
[

ζ 4 + 2α2(1 − ζ 2)
]

sin(2τω)

+2ζ 2 sin(3τω) − 3 sin(4τω)















.

(32)

2) EXPRESSION OF TRANSMISSION PHASE

The Ti topology transmission phase defined in (23) is given

by:

ϕ(ω) = ϕn(ω) − ϕm(ω) (33)

where:

ϕn(ω)

= arctan



















2α2ζ 2(α2ζ 2 − 1) sin(τω)

+ζ 2 sin(2τω) − sin(4τω)

2(ζ 4 + 4) cos2(τω) − 8 cos4(τω)

+2a2ζ 2(ζ 2 − 1) cos(τω)

+α4(1 − ζ 2)2 − 1 − ζ 4



















(34)

ϕm(ω)

= arctan



















2α2ζ 2(ζ 2 − 1) sin(τω)

+
[

ζ 4 + 2α2(1 − ζ 2)
]

sin(2τω)

+2ζ 2 sin(3τω) − 3 sin(4τω)

α4(1 − ζ 2)2 + 2α2ζ 2(ζ 2 − 1) cos(τω)

+
[

ζ 4 + 2a2(1 − ζ 2)
]

cos(2τω)

+2ζ 2 cos(3τω) − 3 cos(4τω)



















.

(35)

C. NGD ANALYSIS OF THE Ti TOPOLOGY

The NGD analysis of the Ti topology will be explored in the

following paragraph.

1) GD DEFINITION

To do this, the GD was transitively derived from definition

(24) by means of transmission phase expressed in (33). Sub-

sequently, the Ti topology GD can be calculated with the

equation:

GD(ω) =
∂ [ϕm(ω) − ϕn(ω)]

∂ω
. (36)

2) NGD CENTER FREQUENCY

The behavioral NGD approach allows to state that the NGD

center frequency, f0, related to:

ω0 = 2π f0 (37)

corresponds to the frequency where the GD may achieve its

optimal value. As the study is focused on the negative part of

the GD, this optimal value can be equal to the minimal one:

GD0 = GD(ω0) = min [GD(ω)] . (38)

For the Ti topology under study, this center frequency

corresponds to the loaded CL resonance frequency which can

be written in function of the CL delay:

f0 =
1

2τc
. (39)

3) S-PARAMETER MAGNITUDES AT NGD CENTER

FREQUENCIES

At the center frequency,

ω = ω0 (40)

the associated reflection and transmission coefficient magni-

tudes previously introduced in (25) and (26), respectively, can

transformed as:

S11(ω0) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2α2(α2 − 2)ζ 2 − (1 − α2)2(ζ 4 + 1)

(1 − α2)2ζ 4 − 2(1 + α4)ζ 2

+(α2 − 1)(α2 + 3)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

(41)

S21(ω0) =
2(1 − ζ 2)(1 − α2)

[

(1 − α2)ζ 2 + 1 + α2
]

∣

∣

∣

∣

(1 − α2)2ζ 4 − 2(1 + α4)ζ 2

+(α2 − 1)(α2 + 3)

∣

∣

∣

∣

.

(42)

4) GD EXPRESSION AT NGD CENTER FREQUENCIES

The GD response was obtained after mathematical calcula-

tion of the expression given in (28). After simplification at

the center frequency, this GD becomes:

τTi(ω0) =
2τ (N0 + N2ζ

2 + N4ζ
4 + N6ζ

6)

(1 − α2)(1 − ζ 2)(D0 + D2ζ 2 + D4ζ 4)
(43)

with:


















N6 = (1 − α2)(2α4 + 3α2 − 1)

N4 = 2(3α6 − α4 + α2 − 1)

N2 = −6α6 + 7α4 − 8α2 − 1

N0 = 2α2(α2 − 1)2

(44)











D4 = (α2 − 1)2

D2 = −2(α4 + 1)

D0 = α4 + 2α2 − 3.

(45)

D. DESIGN FLOW OF THE Ti NGD CIRCUIT

The design method of Ti topology-based BP NGD passive

circuit is practically analog to the classical RF andmicrowave

microstrip circuits. For the RF and microwave non-specialist

engineers, the design flow of this BP NGD passive circuit can

be organized in the following seven successive actions:

Action 1: The design process must begin with the desired

BP NGD specifications as the NGD center frequency,

NGD value, insertion loss and reflection loss.
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FIGURE 3. Design parameters of Ti prototype.

Action 2: Schematic circuit simulations in the expected

operation frequency range.

Action 3: According to the fabrication constraints,

the minimal and maximal ranges of the physical parame-

ters must be defined.

Action 4: After the 2-D or 3-D design of the passive

circuit (in the present study limited to microstrip technol-

ogy), the physical sizes of the widths, lengths and inter-

spaces constituting the structure should be optimized.

Action 5: The fabrication of the BP NGD circuit final

design should be realized after probable otimization.

Action 6: Then, the final stagewill be BPNGDbéhavioral

validation tests of the prototype.

The practical phenomenological analysis behind the crosstalk

effect on the Ti topology will be investigated in the next

section.

IV. SIMULATED AND MEASURED BP NGD VALIDATION

RESULTS OF Ti NGD POC

The current section is mainly devoted to the verification of the

previously established S-parameter theory of the Ti topology.

As a POC, a microstrip Ti circuit was designed and simulated

by using microwave circuit software ADS R© from Keysight

Technologies R© . Sensitivity analyses will be introduced with

respect to crosstalk parameters. Then, simulation and mea-

surement results will be presented for the experimental vali-

dation.

A. DESCRIPTION OF Ti NGD POC

Fig. 3 represents the POC of the Ti topology circuit design

from the ADS R© schematic environment. For the comfort-

ability of the measurement configuration, extra access lines

TL1, TL2 and TL3 were added in the circuit. In this design,

the Ti circuit is composed of:

• two-port access lines named TL1 and TL2, defined phys-

ical width, w, and length, da,

• Tee connector with physical width w,

• TL3 defined physical width, w, and length, d0,

• and a CL physical width, w, and length, da, and space, s.

The 3-D design view and the photograph of the fab-

ricated circuit are shown in Fig. 4(a) and in Fig. 4(b)

FIGURE 4. (a) 3D HFSS R© design and (b) photograph of Ti POCs.

respectively. The tested Ti prototype presents the physical

size, 24 mm × 46 mm. The Ti topology POC was imple-

mented on Cu metallized FR4-epoxy substrate presenting

related parameters addressed in Table 1. Moreover, the fabri-

cated Ti circuit geometrical parameters are also summarized

in this Table 1.

TABLE 1. Physical and geometrical parameters of the Ti prototype shown
in Figs. 4.

B. PARAMETRIC ANALYSES WITH RESPECT TO THE CL

CHARACTERISTICS

The implemented parametric analyses aim to predict the

influences of the Ti topology parameters, w, d and s on the

NGD function. Three cases of S-parameter parametric simu-

lations from ADS R© were performed by changing d , w and s.

The obtained simulated results about GD, S21 and S11 are

keenly mapped in cartography in function of the concerned

physical variable and the frequency.
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FIGURE 5. Parametric analysis results versus w: (a) GD, (b) S21 and
(c) S11.

TABLE 2. NGD specifications versus CL width, w .

1) PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS WITH RESPECT TO THE CL

PHYSICAL WIDTH

This present section introduces the influence of the CL

width w. During the simulations, this later one is varied

from 2 mm to 3 mm with fixed s = 2.5 mm and d =

35 mm. The parametric S-parameters were considered from

2.3 to 2.55 GHz. The cartographies of the GD, S21 and S11
simulated results are displayed in Figs. 5(a), 5(b) and 5(c),

respectively. It can be found from Fig. 5(a) that the Ti POC

behaves as a BP NGD function. The NGD center frequency

varies inversely to w.More specifically, the center frequency

of the circuit shifts to the left by about 20 MHz when the

CL width increases. However, the NGD absolute value is less

sensitive to the CL width. Fig. 5(b) illustrates that the change

of insertion loss S21. This later one has a similar trend to GD.

It is important to emphasize here that S21 presents very low

attenuation less than 2.5 dB. As can be seen from Fig. 5(c),

reflection loss S11 is better than 10 dB in the considered range

of the CL width and the frequency band. Table 2 summarizes

the simulation results.

2) PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS WITH RESPECT TO THE CL

LENGTH

Figs. 6 indicate the variation of the Ti circuit GD and

S-parameter when the CL length d . During the simulations,

FIGURE 6. Parametric analysis results versus d: (a) GD, (b) S21 and
(c) S11.

TABLE 3. NGD specifications versus CL length, d .

this later one was varied from 32 mm to 38 mm. Then, the CL

width w and space s are kept equal to 3 mm and 2.5 mm,

respectively. Fig. 6(a) shows that the BP NGD response with

the NGD center frequency can be controlled by the CL length.

When d gradually increases, the NGD center frequency is

shifting from approximately 2.17 GHz to 2.5 GHz and the

GD changes from −1.082 ns to −1.308 ns. In addition,

as illustrated in Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(c), S21 and S11 are kept

basically unchanged. Therefore, we can change the length of

the coupled line to adjust the specifiedNGD center frequency.

Table 3 summarizes the parametric simulation respect to CL

length, d , varies from 32 mm to 38 mm.

3) PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS WITH RESPECT TO THE CL

PHYSICAL INTERSPACE

The present paragraph analyses the influence of the coupling

space s by fixing w = 3 mm and d = 35 mm on the

Ti POC NGD performance. The S-parameters and GD in

function coupling space s are addressed in Figs. 7. From these

simulated results, it can be underlined that the GD and S21
decrease when s varies from 2 to 3 mm. However, reflection

loss S11 becomes better with the increase of s. Larger absolute

value of s implies small GD absolute value, low attenuation

loss and good reflection coefficient. Table 4 summarizes the
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FIGURE 7. Parametric analysis results versus s: (a) GD, (b) S21 and (c) S11.

TABLE 4. NGD specifications versus CL space, s.

parametric simulation respect to CL interspace, s, varies from

2 mm to 3 mm.

C. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

To validate more concretely the Ti topology theory estab-

lished in Section III, experimental investigation was con-

ducted. Comparisons between the calculated results from the

analytical model and simulations confirmed with measure-

ments will be examined in the following subsections.

1) EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The fabricated NGD circuit was measured with a VNA

provided by Rohde & Schwarz (ZNB 20, frequency band

100 kHz to 20 GHz). The S-parameter measurement exper-

imental setup with the POC Ti circuit is shown in Fig. 8.

The experimental measurements were spanned in the fre-

quency domain from 2 GHz to 2.5 GHz.

2) DISCUSSION ON MODELED, SIMULATED AND

MEASURED RESULTS

Comparisons between a single T simulated response and Ti

calculated, simulated and measured S-parameters and GDs

were displayed in Figs. 9. Due to the T and i element

crosstalk, obvious differences between the single T and Ti S-

parameters is observed. This result reveals obviously that the

FIGURE 8. Configuration of Ti-NGD circuit prototype experimental setup.

FIGURE 9. Comparisons of calculated, simulated and measured (a) GD
and (b) transmission and reflection coefficients from the Ti prototype
shown in Figs. 4.

proposed Ti topology is susceptible to behave as a bandpass

NGD function.

As plotted in Fig. 9(a), the Ti topology circuit indi-

cates optimal NGD values of about −1.2 ns −1.27 ns and

−1 ns from calculation (‘‘Calc.’’), simulation (‘‘Simu.’’) and

measurement (‘‘Meas.’’), respectively. The measured center

frequency is about 2.21 GHz. Moreover, the transmission

coefficients shown in Fig. 9(b) is widely better than −2.5 dB.

Additionally, as depicted in Fig. 9(c), the reflection coeffi-

cients are better than−13 dB in the NGD bandwidth. The dif-

ferences between the calculated, simulated and experimental

results of S11 are notably due to the numerical computation

inaccuracies, the substrate dispersion loss, the metallization
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TABLE 5. Calculated, simulated and experimented NGD performances.

TABLE 6. Comparison between the investigated Ti and other NGD circuit performances.

skin effect, and the fabricated circuit imperfection in the

considered working frequency.

3) DISCUSSION ON Ti NGD MODELLING

Compared to the crosstalk modelling available in the litera-

ture [1]–[14], the proposed one enables:

• To understand with analytical expression an unfamiliar

phenomenon as NGD with consideration of particular

shape TL including both coupling coefficient and delay

parameters,

• The simplicity of the developed analytical modelling

method,

• And the developed method presents computation speed

less than tens milliseconds by using a PC equipped

a single-core processor Intel R© CoreTM i7-4790 CPU

@ 3.60 GHz and 32 GB physical RAM with 64-bits

Windows 7.

D. DISCUSSION ON STATE-OF-THE-ART NGD

PERFORMANCES

In addition to the established theory and validation results,

it would be necessary to situate the achievement of the

presented Ti shape microstrip topology compared to the

published NGD circuits in the literature. Acting as passive

microwave circuit, the NGD circuit performance depends on

the NGD level τ , NGD bandwidth 1ω, transmission coeffi-

cient S21 and reflection coefficient S11. The NGD figure-of-

merit (FoM) is defined by:

FoM = GD(ω0) · 1ω ·

√

S21(ω0)

S11(ω0)
. (46)

Table 6 introduces the comparison of the tested Ti NGD

circuit and the other literature [28]–[31]. Compared to the

NGD circuits designed in [28]–[30], the Ti circuit shows

advantage in design simplicity and fully distributed circuit

without using any lossy element component. Compared to

[30], [31], the Ti-shape circuit shows better FoM.

FIGURE 10. ADS R© design of one- and two-cell Ti POCs.

V. DUAL-BAND AND WIDENED BAND Ti NGD CIRCUIT

SIMULATIONS

One of the main benefits of Ti NGD topology concerns the

design simplicity. This design simplicity enables to imple-

ment several cells-based circuits. Such a design enables to

improve the NGD bandwidth or also multi-band operation.

The present section is focused on the design feasibility of two-

cells based circuit to widen the NGD bandwidth and also to

propose an operation in two-disjointed frequency bands.

A. DESCRIPTION OF TWO-CELLS Ti NGD DESIGN

Fig. 10 depicts the schematic design of one- and two-Ti

cells based POC in the ADS R© environment. These cir-

cuits are considered implemented on the same Cu-metallized

FR4-substrate specified in Table 1. The one cell circuit is

implemented with same width, w, lengths (da, d) and inter-

space s as the circuit proposed in Figs. 4. However, the two-

cell circuit is built with:

• One cell Ti-circuit with physical sizes (w, da, d),

• And the two cells based Ti-circuit with physical sizes

(w, da, d0 + x). The generation of dual-band or widened

band aspect depends essentially on the extra-length, x.
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FIGURE 11. Comparisons of simulated 1- and 2-cell Ti NGD circuits:
(a) GD, (b) transmission and (c) reflection coefficients.

B. DUAL-BAND NGD RESULTS WITH TWO-CELLS

Ti BASED CIRCUIT

Figs. 11 display the comparison between the ADS R© sim-

ulated results from one- (plotted in dashed red curve) and

double- (plotted in solid blue curve) cells based Ti-circuit.

In this case, the overlength, x, was fixed to 1 mm.

As illustrated in Fig. 11(a), the GD response presents two

bandwidths centered at f1 = 2.21 GHz and f2 = 2.148 GHz.

It is clear that the NGDwith center frequency, f1, corresponds

to the CL length, d . Then, the other NGD band represents the

influence of CL length, d + x. However, the slight difference

between the NGD value of about 0.2 ns is observed. The

transmission coefficient, S21, is close to −2 dB around the

two different center frequencies as depicted in Fig. 11(b).

Furthermore, the flatness of the transmission coefficient in

the NGD bandwidth is less than 1 dB. Finally, the dual-band

Ti NGD response guarantee a very good access matching

better than −10 dB as seen in Fig. 11(c).

C. WIDENED BAND NGD RESULTS WITH TWO-CELLS

Ti BASED CIRCUIT

By taking x = 0.36 mm, we obtain the simulated results of

two-Ti cell circuit given in Figs. 12. The two-cell results are

plotted in blue solid line. As explained by Fig. 12(a), the NGD

bandwidth is considerably increased to about 1f ≈ 56 MHz.

Compared to one cell, the increase of the bandwidth is more

FIGURE 12. Comparisons of simulated one- and two-cell Ti NGD circuits:
(a) GD, (b) transmission and (c) reflection coefficients.

than 30%. However, as displayed in Fig. 12(b), S21 is slightly

dropped to about −3.2 dB around the NGD center frequency.

The flatness of S21 remains lower than 1 dB in the NGD

bandwidth.

The reflection coefficient is of about −10 dB around the

NGD center frequency as can be seen in Fig. 12(c).

VI. CONCLUSION

An innovative analytical modelling of interconnect line topol-

ogy constituted by particular shape of named Ti topology

NGD is investigated.

The S-matrix modelling theory is not only innovative in

term of the topology identification but also on the analysis

method of CL structure by taking into account the CL attenu-

ation and propagation delay. Based on the S-matrix analysis,

the analytical equivalent model of reflection and transmission

parameters is established. Then, phenomenological analysis

based on the GD is established in function of the Ti topology

parameters.

Experimental validation was discussed with a circuit pro-

totype implemented in microstrip technology. An excel-

lent agreement between simulations and measurements was

observed. The measured GD value of −1 ns and transmission

coefficient better than −2.1 dB were occurred at the center

frequency of approximately 2.2 GHz.
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